
Basic Scenery Project 
 
What you need 
 
Scenery Base 8x8 foam, painted (one per student) 
Materials box – divided -6 or 8 sections (one per station) (Muffin tin) 
Shed legs (two long, two short per student) pre-cut and painted 
Shed roof (one per student) pre-cut and painted 
Screened dirt or ground cover (In shaker bottles) 
Small rocks or talus 
Various mixed ground cover materials 
Grass ground cover (burnt grass best) (in shaker bottles) 
Small ground foam brush 
Tree stumps 
Small tree (one per student) pre-made 
Shed leg template 
Leg hole punch  
Glue (pre-mixed) ½ glue, ¼ water. ¼ alcohol 
Eye droppers 
Spray bottle with wetter water 
Table cloth 
Tarp for under table 
Package of “wipes” 
Tacky Glue 
Soft blow hair dryers (1 per table) 
Plastic Bags for completed projects 
Donation Jar 
 

The set up 
 
1. Cover area under table with appropriate ground cloth and cover table with 
plastic table cloth 
2. Create work station with  
 a. Bases 
 b. Compartmented supplies tray with supplies 
 c. Small Trees (pre-made) 
 d. Glue container and applicator 
 e. Hair spray aerosol can 
 f. Shed leg template and punch  
3. Connect hair dryers to power at each table 
4. One bottle of Tacky Glue for each table 
5. One package of “wipes” for each table 
6. One roll of paper towel for each table 
 

How it works 



 This clinic requires individual instruction for each student for each step 
 
1. Student receives base and instructor goes over basic steps and shows a 
completed project 
2. Student covers base with thin coat of glue and sprinkles on dirt and ground 
cover. 
 
Note: Make sure to save space for the shed while completing the next 
steps. 
3. Student places bushes. 
4. Student places Rocks and crushed leaves then scatters some small sticks and 
branches over leaf litter. 
5. Instructor use pointed dowel to punch holes for two(2) tree stumps. 
6. Instructor uses template and punch to create holes for shed legs in position 
determined by student. 
7. Instructor lightly sprays entire project with “wetter water” then student sparingly 
applies diluted glue to leaf litter, sticks, branches and bushes 
8. Student installs shed support legs (Instructor puts Tacky Glue on legs) 
9. Student installs shed roof (Instructor puts small dab of Tacky Glue on each 
post.) Press down lightly on roof 
10. Instructor “dries” project with hair dryer 
11. Instructor uses pointed dowel to punch hole for tree . Student installs small 
tree (Instructor puts small dab of Tacky Glue on bottom of tree trunk. 
12. Instructor overcoats entire project with coating of hair spray to hold project 
items in place  
13 Completed project placed on top of  plastic bag and given to student to take 
home    
14. Instructor checks station and re-supplies as may be necessary to prepare for 
next student. 
 


